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Education is a matter of public concern,botat
they have a social duty,
the subject mightat least move higher
h the commuup on their own agendas.
nity and national levels; but mass media policy has not been
Broadcasters should pay
for their franchises. Since the early a matter of widespread interest.As it deals with ever more
that broaddays of radio, it has been periodically proposed
complex technicalmatters, it becomes increasingly inaccescast channels should be auctioned offto the highest bidder,
sible to general debate. Vigorous discussion,
and not just by
with the proceeds going into the public treasury and some sub- experts, is precisely what media policy needs
as we enter an
stantial percentage ofthe money allotted to strengthen public
era
of
powerful
new communications
technology.
0
broadcasting. This reasonable ideahas rarely been seriously
THE INTERNET
discussed either in Congress or in the press. Affirming the
principle that public goods should be paid
for need not mean
putting the present broadcasting system
up for grabs, which
would createchaos and be unacceptable to thepublic. However, in a time of transition like the present, it is important
to have this principle in place.
Communications channels should be recognized as public utilities,and their ownership andcontrol should be sepaKEVIN COOKE AND DAN LEHRER
rated fromcontrol of programming. By strict logic, thisrule
alfway around the world, Warn Katfiles daily rewould force newspaper ownersto divest themselves oftheir
ports
on life in Zagreb, Croatia. “I just stood
printing plants and radio stations of their transmitting towabout
half an hour in the supermarket downstairs
ers-not likely or politically feasible. However,the principle
watching
a firmly builtman. . . . He was shouting
of separation can and should apply to all wire-transmitted
at
everybody
in
the
shop,”
he wroteon May 24. “From what
programming and information-by cable, telephone or even
I
could
understand,
he
said
that when Croatia was under the
over the electric power grid-and it should apply to microSerbs (informer Yugoslavia), the price of breadwas at least
wave direct broadcasting by satellite as well. Why issuch sephalf of what it is now.
Just a few days ago I heard somebody
aration desirable? Because it would keep the powerful
monop
say that under the communists we had our problems, but now
oly utility,the carrier, fromalso determining what ideas
and
under the capitalists we have our problems too. What isthe
images are fed into the cultural mainstream.
difference if you workfor the communist or capitalist elite?”
A modest fund shouldbe created to stimulate researchinto
Kat’s bulletins, which he calls “Zagreb Diary,” don’tapaspects of mass
communicationstechnology that are not repear inYugoslav papers or on television. They exist
in cybersponsive to market forces. An example mightbe the developspace. Kat types them on his own computer in Zagreb and
ment of new low-budget ways to distribute newspapers to
sends themby modem to an electronic bulletin boardGerin
match the much lower cost of producing them
the computer
in
many. From there,his stories are relayed to computers around
era. This would make it easier for new papers to start up in
the world via the global mega-information stream called
the
a time of constricted advertising revenuesand would restore
Internet.
competitive energyto l o c a l journalism. Will the development
“Electronic mail is the only link between meand the outside
of suchtechnology emerge fromthe newspaper industry itself?
world,”
saysKat, writing by e-mail. The Croatian government
Not likely from a business
that has been investing
0.2 percent
owns all the major media in the country and is prosecuting
of its revenues in research and development and that lives
a group of journalists for treason.
comfortably with its local monopolies.
Kat is onlyone of the millions of peopleparticipating in
be increased, and
Funding for public broadcasting should
this community without
walls. During other recent cataclysms,
its governance system safeguarded
to protect it from political
an instant, unfiltered linkto the world.
interference. The nation’s
total investment in public broadcast- the Internet provided
“In Russia, during the coup attempt, people were providing represents only
2 percent of the annual spending on teleing live reports on Russian Internet about what was really
vision and cable. Britain spends thirty-six times
as much per
capita on public broadcasting Japan seventeen times as much.
going on. They were widely circulated
on the Net,” says MitchMost important, media policy should be seen
as social polell Kapor, founder of Lotus DevelopmentCorporation and
now chairman of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a group
icy, not just as the legal administrationof technical complexadvocating “electroniccivil liberties,” primarily freedom of
ities. Broadcasting frequencies must be allocated to avoid
speech and privacy, “During Tiananmen Square, students
chaos on the airwaves, but the F.C.C.’s rulings have consewere getting the news out and were fundraising throughInterquences for every aspect ofnational life. Educational policy
is made by educators, not left to lawyers. Why should the
net,” adds Tom Mandel, a futurist with SRI International,
F.C.C. be a lawyers’ preserve? The public accepts
enormous
a Silicon Valley-based consulting
firm. “There were a bunch
expenditureson schools as a necessary social obligation. Television is no less a formative influence
than the classroom and
Kevin Cooke and Dan Lehrer are students at the Graduate
deserves to be taken far more seriouslyas an educational reSchool of Journalism at the University
of Cal~ornicsBerkeley
source. (In many schooldistricts,it is just a commercial oppor- Although t h q claim they am not computer WeenieJ:t h q can be
tunity for Channel One, a venture ofTime Warner affiliate
reached by e-mail at kcooke@ocJberkeley.edu and lehrerWhittle Communications.)
@wJberkelq.edu Tim Ziegler also contributedto this article.
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of us hungrily reading newsgroups,
stuff we weren’t getting
from reporters.” (Newsgroups are open discussion groups
where people can post their views.)
But the Net is changing morethan just theflow of information; it’s changingthe way we relate to one another. The
advent of global networking is fragmenting and re-sorting
society into what one author calls “virtual communities.”
Instcad of being boundby location, groups of people
can now
meet in cyberspace, the noncorporeal world existing between
two linked computers. There they can look for colleagues,
friends, romance or sex. John Hoag, communications coordinator for BARRNet,the Bay Area Regional Research Network, who began computer networking in 1986, says, “I
met more people on-line inside a month than I met in the
past ten years.”
Have modem, will travel.
The Internet is the most powerful computer network
on the
planet simply because it’s
the biggest. It encompasses 1.3 million computers with Internet addresses that are used by up
than forty countries.The number
to 30 million people in more
of computers linked to the Internet has doubled everyyear
between 1988 and 1992; this year the rate of increase slowed
slightly to 80 percent. To reach it, one needs onlya computer,
modem and password. Dan Van Belleghem, who helpsconnect organizations to the Internet for the National Science
Foundation, says, “Nobody hasever dropped offthe network.
Once they get on they get hooked. It’s like selling drugs.”
While Internet experts deride
the term “information superhighway” as an empty soundbite, the concept works as an
analogy to understand how the Internet functions. Think of
it as a massive road system, complete with freeways, feeders
and local routes.At every intersection sitsa computer, which
has to be passed through to get to the next computer until
you’ve reached yourdestination. Any computer on the Internet systemcan connect with any
other computer through the
road system. And if the route to your destination is closed,
you will automatically take a detour to get there.
The difference between the Internet and the Interstate is
that you can go to Finland as quickly as you can go down the
block. Oncethere, you can remotely manipulate
the computer
to doanything your owncan do. You can retrieve a file from
it in the blink of an eye.
Today, userscan talk to one another, send e-mail back
and
forth, join arcane discussion groups,tap into libraries in universities from Berkeley
to Bern and exchange almost any sort
of data, including pictures, sound and text. Recently, a cult
movie called Wau was broadcast to Internet sites all around
the country. While itwas black and white and only two frames
per second, it was an important first step toward the computer
equivalent of cable broadcasting.Also, a radio program is already broadcastweekly on the Net, complete with technology
news and a “Geek of the Week” segment.
But it’s not all smooth sailing on the sea of information.
On most computers, the Internet is hard to use. The arcane
commands that run it make little sense
to many average users,
who can find themselves lost in cyberspace without a map.
“The Internet todayis still for computer weenies,” says
Kapor.
“But the problem will take care of itself,” he adds, because
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easier to use software tools will appear as the Net grows.
To make matters more confusing, because the Internet is
a network of networks, no one group or person is in charge.
Kapor describesit as “anarchy.” Mandel says, “It’s all very
ad hoc.” And R.U. Sinus, editor in chief of the cyberpunk
magazine Mondo 2000, says, “It’s definitely out of control.’’
Ironically, the anarchy beganin the bowels of theDefense
Department. Back in 1969, the Pentagon’s Advanced Research Projects Agency created ARPANET,a computer networking project,to transmit packets of militarydata securely
and efficiently around the world. In 1984, the National Science Foundation began building five supercomputers
around
the country for conducting scientific research. When Defense
Department researchers wanted access
to the supercomputers
as well, the N.S.F. linkedthem up with ARPANET. The popularity of computer access, especiallyto collaborate on-line,
has steadily expanded ever since.
“It was just a bunch of computer scientiststalking to one
another,” says Van Belleghem. “Then educators and people
involved in research or administration all wanted to talk to one
another, get files, get to libraries on the network. It’s been
opening up and getting more open every year.” Overthe past
decade, tens of
thousands of nonmilitary networks
have been
c~nnectedto the Internet’s electronic
web, includingthe Library
of Congress, mostU.S. universities and libraries, and private
companies from General Electric to the Bank of Bermuda.
Of course, notall the sites are publicly accessible. Mostprivate sites require special passwords for entry, which only registered usersand an occasional hacker can get. However, the
amount of information available to the on-line public isstaggering. “Getting information off the Internet is like taking
a drink from a fire hydrant,” says Kapor. Everything fromthe
complete works of Shakespeareto the number of sodas in a
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Howard Rheingold, whose
book The Virtual Community
Coke machine at Carnegie-Mellon Universityis accessible.
is being published in October by Addison-Wesley, says, “If
The primary use ofthe Net is for communication, however.
“Half the traffic on the Internet is e-mail at this point,” says
you havea computer, you have the power to broadcast. It gives
Mandel. The number of topics on the newsgroups can be
the power to individuals that used to be only that of the privdaunting. There are more than 2,500 different subjects,rangileged few.” And, he adds, the direct access to information
ing fromone for fans of The Simpsons, to classified and perthe Internet provides is “inherently politically subversive.”
sonal ads, to Bay Area politics.
These Internet activists wantto make surethat this power
There are also, naturally, manygroups dedicated to differstays with individuals. Right now
a debate is raging in Washent computer systems and languages, as computer scientists
ington on how to transform the Internet into a faster, bigger
and hackers are still the main users of the Internet. One renetwork, called NREN, the National Research and Educasearcher at Cornell who studied the way scientists use the
tion Network. Funding for NREN began withthen-Senator
newsgroups discoveredthat real research isn’t furthered much Al Gore in 1991. This year, Congressman Rick Boucher is
by reading them. Bruce Lewenstein, assistant professor of
sponsoring legislationto add on to Gore’s brainchild, providing
communication and science and technology studies, found
$1.5 billion in funding to hook libraries, schoolsand medical
that during the cold fusion controversy, newsgroups
did little
facilities to new high-speed computers. Telecommunications
to aid scientists assessing the phenomenon. In fact, most of
and computer companies, including NYNEXand Cray Rethe newsgroup postingsconstituted what he calls “irrelevant search, have linedup in favorand a Clinton Administration
chatter.” Indeed, in a two-week period in April, the two most
spokesperson has said that thePresident isprepared to sign
active posterswere sending erotic images. The White House
the legislation, which is expected
to pass throughboth houses
came inthird, with transcripts of press briefings, speeches andof Congress this summer.
press releases.
But some people
are using newsgroupsto disseminate information from a different perspective. Hare1 Barzilai,
a Cornell
graduate student in math, has created a group for progressive activists,and he claimsthat 23,000 people read his
postingsregularly. His group (“misc.activism.progressive” in
Internetspeak) posts articles from leftist magazines and alternative campus publications, as well as action bulletins on
issues ofconcern. “You’re not going to find anything to the
But one of the main aims of Boucher’s billhas alarmed
left of the Democratic Partyon TV or in newspapers,” he says.
many
longtime Net users.It also encourages the NREN com“And for those of us who have access
to theInternet, it’s free
puters
to use private networks, instead
of publicly subsidized
to use itand post information.This is our chance to be heard.”
ones.
Boucher,
chairman
of
the
House
Science SubcommitLike many Netheads, Barzilai thinks of the Internet as a
tee, has suggested that the government should turn over all
new communication model, allowing for unfiltered, manyareas of the Internet to privatecorporations whenever possito-many publishing, rather than thetraditional hierarchical
ble. He says, “The Internet has grown without a clear plan
one-to-many approach. “This is a situation where money,or
or organization. There’s no government for the Internet. One
capital, does not have a monopoly on access,” he says.
of the great challengesis to establish some means of providR.U. Sirius agrees. “The role ofcapital as an editor is being
ing order and giving markersalong the way.”
removed,” he says. Sirius, like many, feels
a sense of liberaBy itself, the first move towardprivatization means little.
tion on the Net. “The metaphor of the highway Fits,” he says.
Another Boucher-sponsored bill would
grant antitrust exemp“Like Jack Kerouac’s On the Road, from a tight little comtions
F
o
r
telephone
companies,
allowing
a single company to
munity out onto the
wide open road. Everybody’s out there;
own
both
phone
and
cable
lines.
Boucher
thinks this will proit’s not a small elite system.”
vide the financial incentive for the private sectorto upgrade
the communications links between the Internet and private
homes. But criticsFear that the end result could
be the expansion of local cable and telephone monopolies into monopoON THE MOVE
PROBLEMS?
lies controlling all electronic accessinto the home.
THIS SUMMER?
By giving the private sector unregulated and monopolistic
If you have any problems
If you want The N a t ~ o nto
control over the Net’s electronic connections,
the government
or
questions
regarding
follow you, please send us both
would
in
effect
allow
megacorporations
like
AT&T
and Time
your
subscription,
please
your permanent and temporary
write to us at the address
Warner, who own the cable lines and manage what flows
addresses and the dates to
to the left, or call:
through them, to call the shots in the future. They could deTHE NATION
Temp Address Changes
termine how much anyone,from a single individual to a uni1 (800) 333-8536
P.O. Box 10763
versity, will haveto pay for access. Somephone companies,
Monday to Fnday
Des Moines IA 50340-0763
700amto1100pmCST
for example, are already discussing charging userseither by
Please allow 4-6 weeks for
Saturday & Sunday
the amount of time they log on to the Internet or by the
800amto600pmCST
processing
amount of data they send over it-despite the fact that their

Megacorporations could
determine how much people will
have topayfor access.
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network operating costs are fixed no matter how many people use it or how much data flows through it. Changing the
funding structure means the eventual extinction of
the smdl,
mom-and-pop computer networks, which could find themselves victimsof predictable market forces. And that means
that isolated usersand cash-strapped colleges could cut
be off
from their virtual communities.
a scenario, however. John Hoag
Not everyone predicts such
from BARRNetthinks virtual communities will survive even
if commercial interestsdominate the data superhighway. “The
Internet culture has its roots so deep, I don’t think it’s going
to disappear,” he says. Even ifa local monopoly restricts access to the Net, “the culture will exist around it.”
Net users have reacted fiercely
to Boucher’s proposals, with
e-mail flying from Berkeley
to Bangladesh. The specter of censorship, as on commercial systems like Prodigy, where system
administrators routinely delete “objectionable” messages,
looms. “Communities, whether virtual or physical, should
be self-determining, rather than determined by megacorporations;’ adds the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s Kapor.
“The users of the Net shoulddetermine its uses and content.”
In a worst-case scenario, Rheingold says,
corporations would
not only monitor what’s on the Internet, they wouldmonitor
you. If, as some predict, the information superhighway becomes primarily a conduit for watching movies,banking at
home and shopping, the samecomputers that we use to lessen
the burden of our daily errands could also be usedby the corporations that provide those services to destroy our personal
privacy. The Net could be used by marketing wizards-the
same ones who flood us with annoying junk mail-to keep
tabs on us all in Orwellian fashion, automatically recording
our interests and habits.
Hackers have already developed a few defenses, which
could be the seeds for preserving the right to free communication. Free software to encode all electronic transmissions
is now widely available, with codes
that even the fastest supercomputers wouldhave a tough time cracking. This means that
nobody but the person you send something to-whether an
e-mail note or a piece of software-can read it.
And anonymity is also possible-networks have been set
up in such disparate places as Helsinki and San Diego to enable completelyanonymous speech. The Finnish operator declared that he will never allow anyone to find out the true
names of his users without a court order.
Internet activists are also not happy with the Clinton Administration’s effort to impose a standard encoding scheme
for data, whether e-mailor a movie, that only the government
can break. “The machinery of oppression has weak spots,”
Rheingold says,noting the spread of encryption techniques
that even the National Security Agency may not be able to
crack. “But the powers that be in the N.S.A. have convinced
Clinton that they haveto close the doorsbefore allthe cows
get out.”
Whether it’sthe government or private corporations, what
everyone wants iscontrol of a new form of communication,
one that currently cannot be controlled. Given the stakes and
the power of the interests now seeking to shape and profit
from this new technology, the end result maynot be a happy
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one for the average citizen-user.“The key questions ofaccess,
pricing, censorshipand redress of grievances wiU be answered
in practice, in law, in executive orderor legislativeaction, over
the next five years,” Rheingold writes,“and will thus determine the political and economic structure of the Net for decades to come.”
But for the time being, the activities of people likeWam
Kat seem to prove an old hacker adage: “All information
wants to be free.”
0

= THE ‘INFORMATION HIGHWAY’
Public Wav or
Private Road?
J

HERBERT I. SCHILLER

A

n entirely new electronic environment-indubtrial
and individual, factory and household-is being
created at anastonishing speed. Who will own it?
Who will direct it? Who will utilizeit? Who w i l l
benefit from it? Theevidence of the construction scaffolding is everywhere.The answers to these questionsare less easy
to find.
“Information technology has penetrated every corner of
the U.S.economy,” Business Week recently concluded, adding
that “throughout the 198Os, U.S.business investeda staggering $1 trillion in information technology.” These expenditures
increased productivity in manufacturing, services and retail
activity.
The electronics, film, TV, cable and information industries
have now decidedthat it is time for the general publicto experience firsthand-at our own expense, to be sure-the
new electronics. President Clinton and Vice President Gore
view the coming efforts to hook up homes as well as workplaces electronically as “a historical turning point” in the
capability to “move ideas,data and imagesaround the country and around the world.” Gore sees this development as
“by all odds the most important and lucrative marketplace
of the 21st century.”
Another booster is Apple Computer’s chairman, John
Sculley. He estimates that the revenue that will be generated
by the merging of television, telecommunications, computers, consumer electronics, publishingand information services into a singie interactive
information industry could reach
$3.5 trillion worldwide by the year 2001.
The almost daily reports of gigantic deals, mergers, industry crossover combinations and announcements of government approval confirm that a social transformation of
truly epic proportions is under way. Promoted by a variety
of high-tech electronic interests, it is being thrust, want it

Herbert I. Schiller is author of an updated edition of Mass
Communications and American Empire (Wesfview)and coauthor wifhGeorge Gerber and Hamid Mawanu of Tkiumph
of the Image: The Media’s War in the Persian Gulf
(WZiew).
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or not, need it or not, on the people and the economy.
This development represents far
more than routine corpo-

rate restructuring,industrial realignment or familiar patterns
of industrial concentration, though all this is happening as
well. What is rapidly taking shape beyond this is an electronically organizedtotal environment that encompasses individual, household, business and work practices in their totality.
Its major components will be the information highway and
the new electronic gadgetsthat will feed into it. Some features
of this electronically administered social space are already
discernible.
It will be an almost exclusively privatized social landscape.
The public and the public’s interest, if not entirely excluded
from consideration, will at best be given marginal
attention.
In fact, what wasonce the public sector is on theway to extinction. The deals are between giant companies. Government
intervention, when present, occurs
only to reconcile divergent
corporate interests or to provide subsidies for projects
not yet
commercially viable. With respectto high definition television, for example, the Federal Communications Commission
has been “prodding the rivals to bury their differences and
form an alliance,” accordingto a report by Edmund Andrews
in The New York Times.
The privatization of the electronic economy is well under
way. The Clinton Administration’s 1994 budget bill includes
an unprecedented proposal to sell frequencies of the radio
spectrum, a unique natural (and national) resource. Today,
Democrats and Republicans alike strongly
support selling part
of the spectrum, justifying it as a fundraiser and estimating
that as much as $7.2billion may berealized from the auction.
Under this reasoning, why not put the Great Lakes, the Rocky
Mountains and the national parks on the block?
The proposed sell-off ofpublic property is being extended
to the existing national electronic network.
An important part
of the Clinton Administration’sprogram has been to call for
a National Information Infrastructure, which is intendedto
link every business, home,school and college ina communications network. Such a network, at least in partial form, is
operating as the Internet [see KevinCooke and Dan Lehrer,
page 601.
The Internet, established with government funds in 1969
and now serving, at minimal cost, up to30 million computer
hands, is performing some of the work that the Administration claims it wants to have expanded. The Net is currently
handling scientific communication, some data transmission,
bibliographic material and electronic mail.An upgraded national electronic network will have the capacity to transmit
far greater amounts of material (including television
and film)
more rapidlyand with interactive service, allowing the receivers/
viewers to make choices and selections.
The Internet could bethe basis of a free socialinformation
facility in the electronic era, yet it is being divestedof its public character. Administration-approved proposals
to privatize
the Internet are moving through Congress. Some see privatization of the Internet as a threat to thecontinued availability
of the network at reasonable costto educational users. A vice
president of EDUCOM (a communications consortium of
colleges and universities) observes: “There’s entirely
too much

